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Abstract. Renormalized viscosity, renormalized resistivity, and various energy fluxes are calcu-
lated for helical magnetohydrodynamics using perturbative field theory. The calculation is of first-
order in perturbation. Kinetic and magnetic helicities do not affect the renormalized parameters,
but they induce an inverse cascade of magnetic energy. The sources for the large-scale magnetic
field have been shown to be (1) energy flux from large-scale velocity field to large-scale magnetic
field arising due to non-helical interactions and (2) inverse energy flux of magnetic energy caused
by helical interactions. Based on our flux results, a primitive model for galactic dynamo has been
constructed. Our calculations yield dynamo time-scale for a typical galaxy to be of the order of
108 years. Our field-theoretic calculations also reveal that the flux of magnetic helicity is backward,
consistent with the earlier observations based on absolute equilibrium theory.
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1. Introduction

Generation of magnetic field in plasma, usually referred to as ‘dynamo’, is one of the
prominent and unsolved problems in physics and astrophysics. It is known that the mag-
netic field of galaxies, the Sun, and the Earth are neither due to some permanent magnet
nor due to any remnants of the past, but is generated by the non-linear processes of plasma
motion ([1,2] and references therein). However, a solid quantitative understanding seems
to be lacking in this area in spite of various attempts for more than half a century. There
are various aspects in this problem, and we address energy transfer issues in this paper and
in paper I [3] using field-theoretic methods in a somewhat idealized environment, homo-
geneous and isotropic flows. In paper I we show that the non-helical part of magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) interaction causes energy transfer from large-scale (LS) velocity field
to large-scale (LS) magnetic field. In a typical dynamo environment however, the helical
interactions cause an additional energy cascade of magnetic energy from small scales (SS)
to large scales; the field-theoretic calculation of helical contribution to the energy flux is
presented in this paper. Both helical and non-helical factors contribute to the magnetic
energy growth.
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In the problem of magnetic field generation,it is required that the LS magnetic field is
maintained at all time. There are several exact results in this area, e.g., dynamo does not
exist in two dimensions as well as in axisymmetric flows [1]. In the past, several dynamos,
e.g., rotor dynamo, 2-sphere dynamo etc., have been constructed [1]. However, mean-field
electrodynamics developed by Steenbecket al [4] (also see [2]) paved the way for practical
calculations in astrophysical and terrestrial dynamo. This formalism also provided insights
into the physical mechanism of dynamo, mainly that kinetic helicityHK � 1�2�u �ΩΩ�,
whereu andΩΩ are the velocity and vorticity fields respectively, plays an important role in
the amplification of the magnetic field. The amplification parameterαu was found to be
�τ�3�HK, whereτ is the velocity de-correlation time.

Mean-field electrodynamics of Steenbecket al [4] is a kinematic theory. Here it is
assumed that the velocity field is a known function, which is unaffected by the generated
magnetic field. The later models which take into account the back reaction of the magnetic
field to the velocity field are called dynamic models. One of the first dynamic model is due
to Pouquetet al [5] where they incorporated the feedback, and proposed that the modified
α is proportional to residual helicity,HK �HJ, whereHJ is the current helicity defined
as 1�2�b � ∇ b�. Gruzinov and Diamond [6] proposed a quenching mechanism where the
amplification parameter was modified to

α �
αu

1�Rm�B�U�2
� (1)

whereB
2

is the LS magnetic energy,U is the LS velocity field, andRm is the magnetic
Reynolds number. Recently Fieldet al [7] and Chou [8] obtained a general expression
for dynamicα coefficient as a function of Reynolds number and magnetic Prandtl num-
ber. Basu and Bhattacharya [9] and Basu [10] have attempted to compute the dynamo
coefficientsα andβ using field-theoretic techniques.

In a recent development, Brandenburg [11] investigated dynamo problem in isotropic
and helical MHD. Since the system is forced with kinetic helicity, they find magnetic
energy transfer in large-scales. They identify this mechanism, named as non-linear alpha-
effect, for magnetic energy growth. Magnetic helicity plays an important role in this mech-
anism; we will discuss these issues later in this paper.

There are many numerical simulations of dynamo in various geometries. In simu-
lations, MHD equations are numerically solved with appropriate boundary conditions.
In this paper we will only refer to the simulations performed for a periodic box; this
is to avoid the complications of spherical geometry (e.g., effects of Coriolis force
etc.). Pouquetet al [5] numerically integrated the MHD equations on the basis of
Eddy-damped-quasi-normal-Markovian (EDQNM) approximation. When kinetic energy
(KE � 1�2�u �u�) and HK were injected near a wave number band, both magnetic en-
ergy (ME� 1�2�b �b�) and absolute value of magnetic helicity�HM � were found to in-
crease. Magnetic helicityHM is defined as 1�2�a �b�, wherea is vector potential. Note
however that one part of the time-scale used in Pouquetet al’s calculation is based
on Alfvén relaxation time. This assumption is a suspect in view of the current theo-
retical [12–16] and numerical results [17–19], which favourk�5�3 (Kolmogorov’s) en-
ergy spectrum over Kraichnan’sk�3�2 spectrum for MHD turbulence. In our present
paper, the non-linear time-scale is based on Kolmogorov’s energy spectrum. The di-
rect numerical simulation (DNS) of Pouquet and Patterson [20] yielded a similar re-
sult. The results of Brandenburg [11] discussed above are also obtained numerically.
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Frick and Sokoloff [21] studied the shell model of turbulence, and showed that magnetic
helicity suppresses turbulent cascade.

In another development, Daret al [22] numerically calculated various energy fluxes
in two-dimensional MHD and showed that there is significant energy transfer from LS
velocity field to LS magnetic field; they claimed that the above flux is one of the main
contributor to the amplification of large-scale ME. Note that the ratio ME/KE grows in both
helical and non-helical MHD as well as in many decaying as well as forced simulations (see
for example, [22,23] and references therein). Hence, helicity is not a necessary requirement
for the generation of magnetic energy. Regarding flux of magnetic helicity, Pouquet et
al. [5] and Pouquet and Patterson [20] argued that it is in the inverse direction (from SS to
LS). We find a similar magnetic helicity flux in our theoretical calculation.

In one of the recent theoretical development, Kulsrud and Anderson [24] derived and
solved the kinetic equation for the growth of galactic magnetic field. They argued that the
dynamo time-scale is much larger than the growth time-scale of turbulent modes. Hence,
the buildup of SS turbulent ME dominates the slow growth of LS ME, thus making the
mean dynamo theory invalid.

In paper I and the present paper, the energy fluxes of MHD turbulence are computed
using perturbative field theory. The calculation is of first order in perturbation. Here the
viscosity and resistivity were taken from renormalization calculation of Verma [15,16], and
the energy spectrum was taken from Kolmogorov-like (k�5�3). Kolmogorov’s spectrum for
MHD turbulence is supported by recent theoretical [12–16] and numerical results [17–19].
In paper I we show that in a kinetically forced non-helical MHD, the energy transfer from
LS velocity field to LS magnetic field is one of the dominant transfers. It is also shown in
paper I that the above energy flux into LS magnetic modes is independent of the nature of
LS forcing. In this paper we generalize the field-theoretic calculation of Verma [3,15] to
helical MHD. As discussed in paper I, we assume that the turbulence is homogeneous and
isotropic, and that the mean magnetic field is absent. The absence of mean magnetic field
is a reasonable assumption for the initial stages of dynamo evolution. This assumption is
to ensure that the turbulence is isotropic. In addition we take cross helicity�u � b� to be
zero to simplify the calculation. We examine the fluxes in the presence of magnetic and
kinetic helicities. We also investigate the flux of magnetic helicity.

We have constructed a simple dynamo model using the theoretically-calculated energy
flux into the large-scale magnetic field. In this model the ME grows exponentially in the
initial stage, and the growth time-scale is of the order of eddy turnover time. It shows that
dynamo action is possible in galactic dynamo.

The outline of the paper is as follows: in�2, we carry out the perturbative calculation
of renormalized viscosity and resistivity, as well as fluxes of energy and magnetic helicity.
In �3, we construct a dynamic galactic dynamo based on our energy flux results. In this
section we also compare our results with the findings of earlier researchers. Section 4
contains conclusions.

2. Field-theoretic calculation of helical magnetohydrodynamics

The incompressible MHD equation in Fourier space is given by��iω�νk2�ui�k̂� �� i
2

P�
i jm�k�

�
dp̂�u j�p̂�um�k̂� p̂��b j�p̂�bm�k̂� p̂��� (2)
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��iω�ηk2�bi�k̂� ��iP�

i jm�k�
�

dp̂�u j�p̂�bm�k̂� p̂��� (3)

kiui�k� � 0� (4)

kibi�k� � 0� (5)

whereu andb are the velocity and magnetic field fluctuations respectively,ν andη are the
viscosity and the resistivity respectively, and

P�
i jm�k� � k jPim�k�� kmPi j�k�; (6)

Pim�k� � δim� kikm

k2 ; (7)

P�

i jm�k� � k jδim� kmδi j; (8)

k̂ � �k�ω�; dp̂ � dpdω��2π�4� (9)

Note that we are working in three space dimensions and also with zero mean magnetic
field.

Some of the definitions regarding kineticand magnetic helicities are in order. Through-
out this paper,a denotes the vector potential (b � ∇∇ �a), andΩΩ denotes the vorticity
(ΩΩ � ∇∇ �u). The spectrum of helicity,HM�k�, is defined using the equal-time correlation
function�ai�k� t�b j�k� t�� (the angular brackets denote ensemble average),

�ai�k� t�b j�k�� t�� def
� Pi j�k�HM�k��2π�3δ�k�k��� (10)

The factorPi j�k� appears due to the constraints∇∇ � a � ∇∇ � b � 0. Using this correlation
function we derive the following relationship:

HM �
1
2
�a�x� �b�x��

�
1
2

�
dk

�2π�3

dk�

�2π�3

�
a�k� �b�k��

�
�

�
dk

�2π�3 HM�k�� (11)

The one-dimensional magnetic helicityHM�k� is defined using

�
HM�k�dk �

�
dk

�2π�3 HM�k�� (12)

Therefore,

HM�k� �
4πk2

�2π�3 HM�k�� (13)

Using ∇∇ �a � b we can easily derive that

a�k� �
i

k2 k�b�k� (14)
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which leads to

�bi�k�b j�k���� �Pi j�k�Cbb�k�� iεi jlkl2HM�k���2π�3δ�k�k��� (15)

whereCbb is theb–b correlation function.
A similar analysis for kinetic helicity shows that

�vi�k�Ω j�k��� def
� Pi j�k�HK�k�δ�k�k��� (16)

HK �
1
2
�u �ΩΩ��

�
dk

�2π�3 HK�k� (17)

and

�ui�k�u j�k����
�

Pi j�k�Cuu�k�� iεi jlkl
2HK�k�

k2

�
�2π�3δ�k�k��� (18)

whereCuu is theu–u correlation function.
An important point to note is that magnetic helicity is conserved in MHD whenν � η �

0. One of the consequences of this conservation law is the emergence ofk�1 spectrum at
smaller wave numbers [25]. The kinetic helicity is conserved in fluid turbulence, but not
in MHD turbulence.

In the following subsection we will calculate the renormalized viscosity and resistivity
for helical MHD.

2.1 Calculation of renormalized parameters

Recently, Verma [15,16] has calculated the renormalized viscosity and resistivity for MHD
turbulence in the absence of kinetic and magnetic helicity. It will be shown below that the
presence of both kinetic and magnetic helicities does not alter the renormalized viscosity
and resistivity calculated for non-helical MHD.

In the RG procedure the wave number range�kN �k0� is divided logarithmically intoN
shells. Then the elimination of the first shellk� � �k1�k0� is carried out and the modified
MHD equation fork� � �kN �k1� is obtained. This process is continued for higher shells.
The shell elimination is performed by ensemble averaging overk� modes [15,16,26]. It
is assumed thatu�i �k̂� andb�i �k̂� have Gaussian distributions with zero mean, whileu�i �k̂�
andb�i �k̂� are unaffected by the averaging process. In addition, it is also assumed that

�
u�i �p̂�u�j �q̂�

�
�

�
Pi j�p�Cuu�p̂�� iεi jl

pl

p2 2HK�p̂�

�
�2π�4δ�p̂� q̂�� (19)

�
b�i �p̂�b�j �q̂�

�
�
�
Pi j�p�Cbb�p̂�� iεi jl pl2HM�p̂�

�
�2π�4δ�p̂� q̂�� (20)

Note thatu–b correlation has been taken to be zero in our calculation.
We apply first-order perturbation theory to compute the renormalized parameters. After

elimination ofn shells, we obtain the following equations for the renormalized viscosity
ν�n� and renormalized resistivityη�n� (for details, refer to [16]).
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��iω�ν�n�k2�δν�n�k2�u�i �k̂� �� i
2

P�
i jm�k�

�
dp̂�u�j �p̂�u�m�k̂� p̂�

�b�j �p̂�b�m�k̂� p̂��� (21)��iω�η�n�k2�δη�n�k2�b�i �k̂� ��iP�

i jm�k�
�

dp̂�u�j �p̂�b�m�k̂� p̂��� (22)

where

δν�n��k� �
1

2k2

� ∆

p̂�q̂�k̂

dp
�2π�3

	
S�k� p�q�Cuu�q��S��k� p�q�HK�q�

ν�n��p�p2�ν�n��q�q2

�S6�k� p�q�Cbb�q��S�6�k� p�q�HM�q�

η�n��p�p2�η�n��q�q2



� (23)

δη�n��k� �
1

2k2

� ∆

p̂�q̂�k̂

dp
�2π�3

	
�S8�k� p�q�Cbb�q��S�8�k� p�q�HM�q�

ν�n��p�p2�η�n��q�q2

�
S9�k� p�q�Cuu�q��S�9�k� p�q�HK�q�

η�n��p�p2�ν�n��q�q2



� (24)

The quantitiesSi andS�i are as follows:

S�k� p�q� � P�
b jm�k�P

�
mab�p�Pja�q� � 2kp

�
z3� xy

�
� (25)

S6�k� p�q� � P�
a jm�k�P

�

mba�p�Pjb�q� ��2kpz
�
1� y2� � (26)

S8�k� p�q� � P�

i jm�k�P
�
jab�p�Pma�q�Pib�k� � S6�p�k�q�� (27)

S9�k� p�q� � P�

i jm�k�P
�

mab�p�Pja�q�Pib�k� � 2kp�z� xy�� (28)

S��k� p�q� � P�
b jm�k�P

�
mab�p�ε jalql � 0� (29)

S�6�k� p�q� � P�
a jm�k�P

�

mba�p�ε jalql � 0� (30)

S�8�k� p�q� � P�

i jm�k�P
�
jab�p�εmalqlPib�k� � 0� (31)

S�9�k� p�q� � P�

i jm�k�P
�

mab�p�ε jalqlPib�k� � 0� (32)

Sinceδν and δη are proper scalars andHM�K are pseudo scalars,S�i�k� p�q� will also
be a pseudo scalar. In addition,S�i�k� p�q� are also linear ink� p andq. This implies that
S�i�k� p�q� must be proportional toq � �k�p�, which will be zero becausek � p�q. Hence
all S�i�k� p�q� turn out to be zero. As a consequence, the presence of helicities does not alter
the already calculatedδ�ν �η ��n��k� [15,16]. Zhou [27] arrived at a similar conclusion
while calculating the renormalized viscosity for helical fluid turbulence.

We [15,16] obtained a self-consistent solution of the renormalized parameters using
Kolmogorov’s spectrum. Since the helicities do not alter the renormalized parameters,
we arrive at the same formula for renormalized viscosity and resistivity [15,16], that is,

�ν �η ��k� �

�
�Ku�1�2Π1�3k�4�3�ν��η �� for k � kn

�Ku�1�2Π1�3k�4�3
n �ν��η �� for k 	 kn

(33)
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whereΠ is the total energy flux,Ku is the Kolmogorov’s constant, andν� andη � are the
renormalized parameters. The values of these renormalized parameters have been listed in
[15,16].

The present calculation has been carried out up to first order. The probability distribu-
tion of velocity is Gaussian, while that of velocity difference is non-Gaussian. The non-
Gaussian behaviour of velocity difference has significant effects specially on higher-order
structure functions, which are not properly accounted for by first-order calculations. Yet,
the first-order calculation of renormalized viscosity yields results very close to those ob-
tained in experiments and numerical simulations (see e.g., [26,28]). For the above reason,
we have stuck to the first-order field-theoretic calculation in the present paper.

In the next subsection we will calculate the energy and helicity fluxes using the field
theoretic technique.

4.2 Calculation of energy and helicity fluxes

In paper I we have analytically calculated energy fluxes in the absence of magnetic and
kinetic helicities. In this subsection we will generalize the calculation for helical MHD.
Refer to paper I for energy evolution equations and other basic formulas.

As discussed in paper I, the energy flux from inside theX-sphere (X �) to the outside of
theY -sphere (Y �) is

ΠX�
Y��k0� �

1
�2π�3δ�k��p�q�

�
k��k0

dk�

�2π�3

�
p�k0

dp
�2π�3

�
SYX�k��p�q�� �

(34)

whereX andY stand foru or b, andS�k��p�q� is the energy transfer from modep of theX
field to modek of theY field, with modeq acting as a mediator. The detailed expressions
for

�
SYX�k��p�q�� are given in paper I.

We calculate the above fluxes analytically to the leading order in perturbation series
using the same procedure as in paper I. Some additional terms appear in�S�k��p�q�� due to
the presence of helicity. The detailed expressions are given in Appendix A.

A formula for the magnetic helicity flux can be derived in a similar manner. From eqs (2)
and (3) we can easily obtain the equation for the evolution of magnetic helicity, which is

∂HM�k�
∂ t

�
1

2�2π�3δ�k�k��
ℜ
�

b��k� � ∂a�k��

∂ t
�a��k� � ∂b�k��

∂ t

�
(35)

�
1

2�2π�3δ�k�k��

�
SHM �k��p�q��SHM �k��q�p� � (36)

where

SHM �k��p�q� � 1
4

ℜ
�
b�k�� � �v�p��b�q��


�

1
4

ℑ
�
k� �b�q�a�k�� �u�p��k� �u�q�a�k�� �b�p� � (37)
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Hereℜ � � andℑ � � stand for real and imaginary part of the arguments, respectively. The
quantitySHM �k��q�p� can be obtained from the above expression by interchangingp andq.
After some algebraic manipulation it can be shown that

SHM �k��p�q��SHM �k��q�p��SHM�p�k��q�
�SHM �p�q�k���SHM�q�k��p��SHM �q�p�k�� � 0� (38)

It shows that the ‘detailed conservation of magnetic helicity’ holds in a triad interaction
(whenν � η � 0) [29].

From the above, the transfer rate of magnetic helicity from a wave number sphere of
radiusk0 is

ΠHM �k0� �
1

�2π�3δ�k��p�q�

�
k��k0

dk�

�2π�3

�
p�k0

dp
�2π�3

�
SHM �k��p�q�� �

(39)

We again compute
�
SHM �k��p�q�� to first order in perturbation. The detailed expressions

are given in Appendix B.
The expressions in the appendices involve Green’s functions and correlation functions.

The expressions for these functions are taken from self-consistent calculations (see e.g.,
[16]). ForG�k� t� t �� of the formulas ((A1)–(A4), (B3), we substitute

G�uu�bb��k� t� t �� � θ�t� t ��exp
���ν�k��η �k��k2�t� t ��


� (40)

where�ν�k��η �k�� is given by eq. (33), andθ�t � t �� is the step function. We assume
the relaxation time-scale forCuu�k� t� t �� andHK�k� t� t �� to be �ν�k�k2��1, while that of
Cbb�k� t� t �� andHM�k� t� t �� to be�η �k�k2��1. The spectrumC�uu�bb��k� t� t� are written in
terms of one-dimensional energy spectraE�u�b� as

C�uu�bb��k� t� t� �
�2π�3

4πk2 E�u�b�� (41)

In the presence of magnetic helicity, the calculations based on absolute equilibrium theo-
ries suggest that the energy cascades forward, and the magnetic helicity cascades backward
[25]. In this paper we have not considered the inverse cascade region of magnetic helic-
ity. We take Kolmogorov’s spectrum for energy based on recent numerical simulations
[17–19] and theoretical calculations [12–14,16] (ignoring the intermittency corrections).
Hence, the spectrum ofE�u�b� can be taken as

Eu�k� � KuΠ2�3k�5�3� (42)

Eb�k� � Eu�rA � (43)

whereΠ is the total energy flux.
The helicities are written in terms of energy spectra as

HK�k� � rKkEu�k�� (44)

HM�k� � rM
Eb�k�

k
� (45)
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Table 1. The values ofIX
Y � �ΠX

Y �Π���Ku�1�5 calculated using eqs (47) and (48) for
Alfv én ratiosrA � 1 andrA � 5000.

rA � 1 rA � 5000

Iu�
u� 0�19�0�40r2

K 0�53�1�10r2
K

Iu�
b� 0�62�0�12r2

M �0�38rKrM 1�9�10�4�5�6�10�9r2
M �8�5�10�5rKrM

Ib�
u� 0�18�8�2r2

M �7�7rKrM �5�6�10�5
�4�4�10�7r2

M �2�1�10�3rKrM

Ib�
b� 0�54�7�6r2

M �8�1rKrM 1�4�10�4
�4�1�10�7r2

M �2�1�10�3rKrM

Iu�
b� 0�73 8�8

IHM �206rM �0�97rK �3�4�10�2rM �2�2�10�4rK

We are calculating energy fluxes for the inertial-range wave numbers where the same power
law is valid for all energy spectrum. Therefore, the ratiosrA �rM, andrK can be treated as
constants.

We substitute the above forms for the correlation and Green’s functions (eqs (40)–(43))
in the expressions for

�
SYX �k��p�q�� and

�
SHM �k��p�q�� given in the appendices. These

Ss are substituted in the flux formulas (eqs (34), (39)). We make the following change of
variable:

k �
k0

u
; p �

k0

u
v; q �

k0

u
w� (46)

These operations yield the following non-dimensional form of the equation in the�5�3
region (for details, refer to [3]).

ΠX�
Y��k0�

Π�k0�
� �Ku�3�2

�
1
2

� 1

0
dv ln�1�v�

� 1�v

1�v
dw�vw�sinα FX�

Y�

�
� (47)

ΠHM �k0�

Π�k0�
�

1
k0

�Ku�3�2
�

1
2

� 1

0
dv�1� v�

� 1�v

1�v
dw�vw�sinα FHM

�
� (48)

where the integrands�FX�
Y� �FHM � are functions ofv, w, ν�, η �, rA �rK andrM [3].

We compute the term in the square brackets,IX�
Y� , using a similar procedure as that of [3].

The flux ratiosΠX�
Y��Π can be written in terms of integralsIX�

Y� , which have been computed
numerically. Table 1 contains their values forrA � 1 andrA � 5000. The constantKu is
calculated using the fact that the total energy fluxΠ is the sum of allΠX�

Y� . For parameters
(rA � 5000�rK � 0�1�rM � �0�1), Ku � 1�55, while for (rA � 1�rK � 0�1�rM � �0�1),
Ku � 0�88. After this the energy flux ratiosΠX�

Y��Π can be calculated. These ratios for
some of the specific values ofrA, rK andrM are listed in table 2. The first and second terms
of ΠX

Y �Π entries are non-helical and helical components respectively.
An observation of the results shows some interesting patterns. The energy flux can be

split into two parts: helical (dependent onrK and/orrM) and non-helical (independent of
helicity). The non-helical part of all the fluxes exceptΠb�

u�(Πb�
u�non-helical � 0 for rA � 1)

is always positive. As a consequence, in non-helical channel, ME cascades from LS to
SS. Also, sinceΠu�

b� � 0, LS kinetic energy feeds the LS magnetic energy. The fluxes of
non-helical MHD has been discussed in great detail in paper I.
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Table 2. The values of energy flux ratiosΠX
Y �Π for various values ofrA �rK � andrM

for k�5�3 region. The first and second entries are non-helical and helical contributions
respectively.

�rA �rK �rM� Πu�
u�/Π Πu�

b�/Π Πb�
u�/Π Πb�

b�/Π Πu�
b�/Π

(5000,0.1,�0.1) (1.0,�0.02) (3�6�10�4, (�1�1�10�4, (2�7�10�4, 1�7�10�4

�1�6�10�6) �4�0�10�5) �4�1�10�5)

(5000,0.1,0.1) (1.0,�0.02) (3�6�10�4, (�1�1�10�4, (2�8�10�4, 1�7�10�4

1�6�10�6) 4�0�10�5) 4�1�10�5)

(1,0.1,�0.1) (0.16,�0.0033) (0.51,�0.0021) (0.15,�0.13) (0.44,�0.13) 0.59

(1,0.1,0.1) (0.12,�0.0026) (0.4,0.0032) (0.12,�0.0031) (0.35,0.0033) 0.47

(1,1,�1) (0.0062,�0.013) (0.020,�0.0084) (0.006,�0.52) (0.018,�0.51) 0.024

(1,1,1) (0.11,�0.24) (0.37,0.30) (0.11,�0.28) (0.32,0.30) 0.43

(1,0,1) (0.014,0) (0.044,0.0085) (0.013,�0.58) (0.038,�0.54) 0.051

The sign ofΠu�
u�helical is always negative, i.e., kinetic helicity reduces the KE flux. But

the sign of helical component of the other energy fluxes depends quite crucially on the sign
of helicities. From table 1, we see that

Πb�
�b��u��helical��ar2

M �brMrK � (49)

wherea andb are positive constants. IfrMrK � 0, the energy flux to LS magnetic field due
to both the terms in the right-hand side of the above equation is positive. Earlier EDQNM
[5] and numerical simulations [11] with forcing of KE andHK typically haverKrM � 0.
Hence, we can claim that the helicity typically induces an inverse energy cascade viaΠb�

b�
andΠb�

u�. These fluxes will enhance the large-scale magnetic field.
From table 2 we can infer that for small and moderaterK andrM, the inverse energy

cascade into large-scale magnetic field is less than the forward non-helical energy flux
Πb�

b�. While for helical MHD (rK �rM 
 1), the inverse helical cascade dominates the non-
helical magnetic-to-magnetic energy cascade.

The flux ratioΠHM�Π can be written in terms of the integrals of eq. (48), using the same
procedure as done for energy flux ratios. The numerical values of the integrals are shown
in tables 1 and 2. Clearly,

ΠHM ��drM � erK� (50)

whered ande are positive constants. Note however that the contribution ofHM dominates
that ofHK. Clearly the sign ofΠHM is the same as that ofHK but negative ofHM. From the
above equation we observe that positiveHM yields a negative contribution toΠHM . Hence,
for positiveHM, the magnetic helicity cascade is backward. This result is in agreement
with Frisch et al’s [25] argument in which they predict an inverse cascade of magnetic
helicity. Our theoretical result on inverse cascade ofHM is also in agreement with the
results derived using EDQNM calculation [5] and numerical simulations [20].

When we force the system with positive kinetic helicity (rK � 0), eq. (50) indicates
a forward cascade of magnetic energy. This effect could be the reason for the observed
production of positive magnetic helicity at small scale by Brandenburg [11]. Because of
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the magnetic helicity conservation, he also found a generation of negative magnetic helicity
at large-scales. Now, positive kinetic helicity and negative magnetic helicity at large-scales
may yield an inverse cascade of magnetic energy (see eq. (49)). This could be the crude
reason for the growth of magnetic energy in the simulations of Brandenburg [11].

In paper I we calculatedΠu�
b� for non-helical MHD using steady-state condition

Πu�
b� � Πb�

b�non-helical�Πb�
u�non-helical� (51)

The above calculation for helical MHD is notstraightforward because magnetic energy
at large-scale could increase with time, and steady state may not be achievable for all
possible parameters of helical MHD. Brandenburg [11] observes the dynamic evolution
of large-scale magnetic energy in his simulations. To simplify the calculation, we assume
steady-state condition for helical MHD as well, and calculate various parameters. For some
set of highly helical MHD, we get a negative energy flux.

In the following section, we will construct a dynamic dynamo model for galaxies using
our flux results.

3. Dynamo via energy and magnetic helicity fluxes

In the above calculation we have assumed that the turbulence is homogeneous, isotropic,
and steady. The assumption of homogeneity and isotropy can be assumed to hold in galax-
ies in the early phases of evolution before large structures appear. The assumption that the
mean magnetic field of galaxy is rather small is valid in the beginning of the galactic evo-
lution. Therefore, we apply the flux obtained from our calculations to estimate the growth
of magnetic energy in galaxies.

During the early phase of galactic evolution, only large-scales (LS) contain the kinetic
and magnetic energies. The fields at these scales interact with each other, but the small-
scale spectrum is far from steady (not enough time). The interactions of LS velocity field
and the LS seed magnetic field increase the LS seed magnetic fieldEb�t� till a steady-state
is reached. In the absence of helicity, the source of energy for the large-scale magnetic field
is Πu�

b� (eq. (51)). When helicity is present, there are several other sources as discussed in
�2 of this paper. Since the forcing of helicities is effective at LS, it is reasonable to assume
that the helical part ofΠb�

b� andΠu�
b� will also aid in increasing the LS ME. Hence,

dEb�t�
dt

� Πu�
b��Πb�

b�helical�Πu�
b�helical� (52)

We assume a quasi-steady approximation for the early evolution of magnetic field. In
many quasi-steady situations (slowly decaying or growing), steady-state results are usually
applied. This approximation works very well for many practical problems. We make this
assumption in this paper, and substitute the theoretically calculated energy fluxes calculated
in �2 to the above equation.

Since ME starts with a small value (largerA limit), all the fluxes appearing in eq. (52)
are proportional tor�1

A (cf. eqs (A2), (A4)), i.e.,

Πu�
b��Πb�

b�helical�Πu�
b�helical� cΠ

Eb

Eu � (53)
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whereEu is the LS KE andc is the constant of proportionality, which depends on the
values of helicities. Both kinetic and magnetic helicities are difficult to ascertain for a
galaxy due to lack of observations. We takerM and rK to be of the order of 0.1, with
rM being negative. The choice of negativerM is motivated by the results of EDQNM
calculation [5] and numerical simulations [11]. With this value ofrM andrK, c � 0�84 for
E�k� ∝ k�5�3 regime, andc� 1�3 for E�k� ∝ k�1 regime. Since both the values of constant
c is approximately equal and close to 1.0, we takec � 1�0 for our calculation. Hence

1
Π

dEb

dt
� Eb

Eu � (54)

UsingEu � KuΠ2�3L2�3, whereL is the large length-scale of the system, we obtain

1�
EuEb

dEb

dt
� 1

L�Ku�3�2
� (55)

We assume thatEu does not change appreciably in the early phase. Therefore

Eb�t�� Eb�0�exp

� �
Eu

L�Ku�3�2
t

�
� (56)

Hence, ME grows exponentially in the early periods, and the time-scale of growth is of
the order ofL�Ku�3�2�

�
Eu, which is the eddy turnover time [3]. TakingL � 1017 km and�

Eu � 10 km/s, we obtain the growth time-scale to be 1016 s or 3�108 yr, which is in the
expected range [24]. Hence, we have constructed a non-linear and dynamically consistent
galactic dynamo based on the energy fluxes. In this model the ME grows exponentially,
and the growth time-scale is reasonable [24].

The helical and non-helical contribution to the fluxes forrA � 5000�rK � 0�1�rM ��0�1
is shown in table 2. The flux ratios shown in the table do not change appreciably as long
asrA � 100 or so. The three fluxes responsible for the growth of LS ME areΠu�

b��Π �
2�6� 10�4 (non-helical),Πb�

b�helical�Π � �4�1� 10�5 andΠb�
u�helical�Π � �4�0� 10�5.

The ratio of non-helical to helical contribution is 2�6�0�81� 3�2. Hence, the non-helical
contribution is significant, if not more, than the contribution from the helical part for the
LS ME amplification. Note that in the earlier papers on dynamo, the helical part is strongly
emphasized.

Kulsrad and Anderson (KA) [24] performed an important mean field dynamo calculation
of galactic dynamo for large Prandtl numbers. Some of the salient features are: In KA’s
kinematic dynamo calculation the growth rate of ME isγ � �1�3�

�
k2U�k�dk, where

U�k� �
�Π�2�3k�5�3

4πk3uk
� �Π�1�3k�13�3� (57)

KA estimateγ� k2�3
max�Π�1�3� 10�4yr�1. From this result KA concludes that the kinematic

theory predicts an extremely rapid growth of SS ME. The SS noisy magnetic field thus
generated will dominate the mean magnetic field that grows at a considerably slower rate
(dynamo growth time� 3�108 yr). Therefore, it is claimed that the kinematic assumption
of the mean dynamo theory is invalid, and it is difficult to build up galactic magnetic field
from a very weak seed field using dynamo action. KA’s estimate of growth time-scale is
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equal to the eddy turn-over time of smallest eddies (k�1
max). Hence, as pointed out by KA,

kinematic assumption is invalid for galactic dynamo, and one has to resort to a dynamical
model. Brandenburg’s numerical results [11] are not quite consistent with KA’s results.
For example, Brandenburg finds, (1) growth of magnetic energy even for large magnetic
Prandtl number; (2) the growth time-scale for magnetic energy is of the order ofL2�η ,
whereL is the large length-scale, andη is resistivity.

Our results are valid for Prandtl number close to 1. Therefore, they cannot be compared
with KA’s calculations. It is interesting to see however that our crude estimate of time-
scale is one eddy turn-over time. To get a better picture, we need to construct a more solid
model.

In our model the magnetic energy growth is due to the fluxesΠu�
b� � Πb�

b�helical
�Πu�

b�helical. In non-helical MHD, onlyΠu�
b� is effective, while in helical MHD both ki-

netic and magnetic helicities play an important role in the growth of ME. In the current
kinematic models of planetary magnetism [1], magnetic field is generated by kinetic he-
licity, for which planetary rotation (spin) plays an important role. These models appear
to work for all the planets except Mercury, which rotates far too slowly. We conjecture
thatΠu�

b� (independent of helicities) probably plays an important role in the generation of
magnetic field of Mercury.

In helical MHD, the helical contribution to the magnetic energy growth goes as (see
eq. (49))

dEb

dt
� ar2

M �brMrK � (58)

wherea andb are positive constants. The termar2
M is always positive independent of the

sign ofHM, but�brMrK is positive only whenHM andHK are of the opposite sign. In the
numerical simulation of Brandenburg [11] and EDQNM calculation of Pouquetet al [5],
HMHK � 0 for smallk, andHMHK � 0 for largek. Hence,�brMrK term is positive for
smallk, resulting in positive dEb�dt. Let us compare the above result with the dynamical
dynamo of [5], [7] and [8].

The kinematic dynamo predicts that the growth parameterα is proportional toHK, i.e.,
α � αu ∝ �u � ∇∇ �u�. The kinetic model was generalized by Pouquetet al [5], Field et
al [7] and Cho [8]. In the absence of a mean magnetic field they find that

α � αu �αb � � � � �u � ∇∇ �u�� � � � �b � ∇∇ �b� � (59)

where� � � denotes certain time-scales (which are always positive). It implies thatα gets
positive contribution from both the terms whenHM andHK are of opposite signs. This
result is consistent with eq. (58). The direct numerical simulation of Pouquet and Patterson
[20] indicate thatHM enhances the growth rate of ME considerably, but that is not the case
with HK alone. This numerical result is somewhat inconsistent with results of Pouquet
et al and others [5] (eq. (59)), but it fits our formula (58) better (dEb�dt � 0 if rM � 0).
Hence, our formula (58) probably is a better model for the dynamically consistent dynamo.

In the following section we will summarize our results.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have applied first-order perturbative field theory to calculate the renor-
malized viscosity, renormalized resistivity, and various cascade rates for helical MHD. We
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find that the renormalized viscosity and resistivity are unaffected by the introduction of
both kinetic and magnetic helicities. Our result is consistent with Zhou’s calculation [27]
for helical fluid turbulence.

We find that the energy cascade rates get significantly altered by helicity. Since mag-
netic helicity is a conserved quantity in MHD, Frischet al [25] had argued fork�1 energy
spectra at small wave numbers. However, in this paper we calculate energy fluxes in the
Kolmogorov’s inertial range, where we find direct energy cascades. The fluxes are shown
in table 2. The main results of our calculation are as follows:

1. The magnetic energy flux has two components: (a) the non-helical part which is
always positive, (b) the helical part which is negative (assumingHMHK � 0). The
inverse cascade resulting due to helicities is consistent with the results of Pouquetet
al [5], Brandenburg [11], and others.

2. Theu–u flux Πu�
u� gets an inverse component due to kinetic helicity. This implies that

KE flux decreases in the presence ofHK, a result consistent with that of Kraichnan
[30].

3. The growth of large-scale magnetic field in the initial stage of evolution results from
Πu�

b� �Πb�
b�helical�Πu�

b�helical. In this paper we have computed the relative magnitudes
of all three contributions, and found that all of them are comparable, althoughΠu�

b� is
somewhat higher. Pouquetet al [5], Pouquet and Patterson [20], Brandenburg [11],
and many others highlightΠb�

b�helical transfer, and generally do not considerΠu�
b� and

Πu�
b�helical fluxes.

4. Regarding positiveHM, the flux of magnetic helicityΠHM is backward.

Most of the earlier papers (e.g. [5]) assume Alfv´en time-scale to be the dominant time-
scale for MHD turbulence. We have taken non-linear time-scale (based on Kolmogorov’s
spectrum) to be the relevant time-scale basedon recent numerical [17–19] and theoretical
[12–16] work.

Using flux results we have constructed a simple non-linear and dynamically consistent
galactic dynamo. Our model shows an exponential growth of magnetic energy in the early
phase (much before saturation). The growth time-scale is of the order of 3�108 yr, which
is consistent with the current estimate [31]. In our paper we have discussed the growth of
magnetic field at scale comparable to forcing scales. In real dynamo, the magnetic field
at even larger scales also grow. This growth may be due to inverse cascade of magnetic
energy. This problem is beyond the scope of our paper.

Some of the results presented here are general, and they are expected to hold in solar
and planetary dynamo. For example, we find that LS velocity field supply energy to LS
seed magnetic field. This is one of the sources of dynamo. Hence, if we solve the first
few MHD modes in spherical coordinate with kinetic forcing, it may be possible to capture
some of the salient features of solar and planetary dynamo.

In summary, the energy flux studies of helical MHD provide us with many important
insights into the problem of magnetic energy growth. Its application to galactic dynamo
yields very interesting results. A generalization of the formalism presented here to spher-
ical geometry may provide us with insights into the magnetic field generation in the Sun
and the Earth.
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Appendix A: Calculation of
�
SSYYXX�k��p�q��

The expressions for
�
SY X

�
for helical MHD are

�
Suu�k��p�q�� �

� t

�∞
dt ��2π�3�T1�k� p�q�Guu�k� t� t ��Cu�p� t� t ��Cu�q� t� t ��

�T �

1�k� p�q�Guu�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2

HK�q� t� t ��
q2

�T5�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��Cu�k� t� t ��Cu�q� t� t ��

�T �

5�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��
HK�k� t� t ��

k2

HK�q� t� t ��
q2

�T9�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��Cu�k� t� t ��Cu�p� t� t ��

�T �

9�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��
HK�k� t� t ��

k2

HK�p� t� t ��
p2

�
� (A1)�

Sub�k��p�q�
�
�

� t

�∞
dt ��2π�3

�
T2�k� p�q�Guu�k� t� t ��Cb�p� t� t ��Cb�q� t� t ��

�T �

2�k� p�q�Guu�k� t� t ��HM�p� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T7�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��Cu�k� t� t ��Cb�q� t� t ��

�T �

7�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��
HK�k� t� t ��

k2 HM�q� t� t ��

�T11�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��Cu�k� t� t ��Cb�p� t� t ��

�T �

11�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��
HK�k� t� t ��

k2 HM�p� t� t ��

�
� (A2)�

Sbu�k��p�q�
�
�

� t

�∞
dt ��2π�3

�
T3�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��Cu�p� t� t ��Cb�q� t� t ��

�T �

3�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2 HM�q� t� t ��

�T6�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��Cb�k� t� t ��Cb�q� t� t ��

�T �

6�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T12�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��Cb�k� t� t ��Cu�p� t� t ��

�T �

12�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2

�
� (A3)�

Sbb�k��p�q�
�
�

� t

�∞
dt ��2π�3

�
T4�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��Cb�p� t� t ��Cu�q� t� t ��

�T �

4�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��HM�p� t� t ��
HK�q� t� t ��

q2

�T8�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��Cb�k� t� t ��Cu�q� t� t ��

�T �

8�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��
HK�q� t� t ��

q2

�T10�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��Cb�k� t� t ��Cb�p� t� t ��

�T �

10�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��HM�p� t� t ��

� (A4)
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whereTi�k� p�q� are given in paper I. To obtainT �

i �k� p�q� (helical part) we replace all the
second rank tensors of the typePja�k� by ε jalkl .

Appendix B: Calculation of
�
SSHHM�k��p�q��

The quantity
�
SHM �k��p�q�� of eq. (39) simplifies to

�SHM �k��p�q��� 1
2

ℜ
�
εi jm�bi�k

��u j�p�bm�q��

�ε jlm
kikl

k2 �ui�q�bm�k
��b j�p��� ε jlm

kikl

k2 �bi�q�bm�k
��u j�p��

�
� (B1)

which is computed perturbatively to the first order. The corresponding Feynman diagrams
are

�SHM �k��p�q���

�

� � (B2)

Here empty, shaded, and filled triangles (vertices) representεi jm��εi jmkikl�k2 and
εi jmkikl�k2 respectively. The empty and filled circles (vertices) denote��i�2�P�

i jm and
�iP�

i jm respectively. The solid, dashed, wiggly (photon), and curly (gluons) lines denote

�uiu j���bib j��Guu, andGbb respectively. When we substitute�uiu j���bib j� using eqs (18)
and (15), we obtain terms involvingCX �p� t� t ��H�M�K��q� t� t

��. The resulting expression for
�SHM �k��p�q�� is

�
SHM �k��p�q�� �

� t

�∞
dt ��2π�3

�
T31�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��

HK�p� t� t ��
p2 Cb�q� t� t ��

�T32�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��Cuu�p� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T33�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cbb�q� t� t ��

�T34�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T35�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cuu�p� t� t ��

�T36�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2
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�T37�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��HM�p� t� t ��Cuu�q� t� t ��

�T38�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��Cbb�p� t� t ��
HK�q� t� t ��

q2

�T39�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cuu�q� t� t ��

�T40�k� p�q�Gbb�p� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��
HK�q� t� t ��

q2

�T41�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cbb�p� t� t ��

�T42�k� p�q�Guu�q� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��HM�p� t� t ��

�T43�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2 Cbb�q� t� t ��

�T44�k� p�q�Gbb�k� t� t ��Cuu�p� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T45�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cbb�q� t� t ��

�T46�k� p�q�Guu�p� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��HM�q� t� t ��

�T47�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��HM�k� t� t ��Cuu�p� t� t ��

�T48�k� p�q�Gbb�q� t� t ��Cbb�k� t� t ��
HK�p� t� t ��

p2

�
� (B3)

The termsT31���48�k� p�q� can be obtained in terms of antisymmetric tensorsε jal , P�

i jm etc.
They have not been listed here due to lack of space.
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